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Abstract
In this paper, we begin with the classification of Harish-Chandra im-
primitive representations in non-defining characteristic. We recall the
connection of this problem to certain generalizations of Iwahori-Hecke al-
gebras and show that Harish-Chandra induction is compatible with the
Morita equivalence by Bonnafe´ and Rouquier, thus reducing the classifi-
cation problem to quasi-isolated blocks. Afterwards, we consider imprim-
itivity of unipotent representations of certain classical groups. In the case
of general linear and unitary groups, our reduction methods then lead to
results for arbitrary Lusztig series.
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1 Introduction
In [8] and [9], the imprimitive representations of finite quasi-simple groups in
characteristic 0 were classified and some results were obtained for arbitrary
characteristic. Focusing now on positive characteristic, one big part of the
classification problem of imprimitive representations revolves around Harish-
Chandra imprimitive representations of finite reductive groups.
Let G be a connected reductive group over the algebraic closure F of a
field Fq with q elements and suppose that G is defined over Fq via a Frobenius
morphism F : G→ G. We consider a prime ℓ not dividing q and an ℓ-modular
system (K,R, k) which is split for GF and all its subgroups.
For an F -stable parabolic subgroup P ⊆ G with unipotent radical V and
F -stable Levi complement L and Λ ∈ {K,R, k} we consider Harish-Chandra
induction
RGL⊆P : ΛL
F−mod→ ΛGF−mod, X 7→ ΛGF /V F ⊗ΛLF X
1
and Harish-Chandra restriction
∗RGL⊆P : ΛG
F−mod→ ΛLF−mod, X 7→ Λ V F \GF ⊗ΛGF X.
These two functors are left and right adjoints of one another and fixing the split
Levi subgroup L while changing the parabolic subgroup gives rise to naturally
equivalent functors.
An imprimitive representation is one which is induced from a proper sub-
group. When only considering Harish-Chandra induced representations, we get
the notion of Harish-Chandra imprimitivity.
Definition 1.1. A simple kGF -module X is called (Harish-Chandra) imprimi-
tive if RGLX
′ ∼= X for some kLF -module X ′ where L ⊆ G is a proper split Levi
subgroup of G. If X is not imprimitive, it is said to be primitive.
Since we are only considering the concept of Harish-Chandra imprimitivity
in the following, there will be no confusion in calling it simply imprimitivity.
It is also noteworthy that by [8, Prop. 7.1], the notion of Harish-Chandra
imprimitivity coincides with the more general notion of imprimitivity for quasi-
simple groups of Lie type.
It takes multiple steps to reach a classification of Harish-Chandra imprim-
itive representations in non-defining characteristic. It makes sense to look at
unipotent representations of groups with connected center first with the idea of
reducing the general problem to this case or similar cases. For most of the classi-
cal groups, one can apply a result by Christoph Scho¨nnenbeck on Iwahori-Hecke
algebras ([11]) to the endomorphism algebras of the Harish-Chandra induction
of cuspidal modules to find that imprimitivity is quite rare for unipotent rep-
resentations but actually does occur in contrast to the analogous situation in
characteristic 0 ([8, Corollary 8.5]).
To get from unipotent representations to arbitrary ones is more difficult in
positive characteristic than in characteristic 0. For instance, we do not have an
analogue to the Jordan decomposition of characters. However, we can at least
make use of the Morita equivalence by Bonnafe´ and Rouquier from [2] to reduce
our problem to the study of representations in (quasi-)isolated Lusztig series.
For this, we shall prove that Harish-Chandra induction commutes with this kind
of Morita equivalences. As a consequence, we will be able to extend our results
on unipotent representations to arbitrary Lusztig series for the general linear
and unitary groups.
2
2 Imprimitivity and Hecke Algebras
In characteristic 0, the property of a representation of GF to be imprimitive
turns out to be a property of the Harish-Chandra series it belongs to. In fact
[8, Thm. 8.3] implies that if there is one imprimitive representation in a Harish-
Chandra series, then all representations in this series are imprimitive. The proof
of this theorem relies heavily on the knowledge of the algebras EndKGF (R
G
L0
X0)
where X0 is a cuspidal KL
F
0 -module. In this section, we shall review the prop-
erties of corresponding algebras in characteristic ℓ.
Let (L0, X0) be a cuspidal pair of (G,F ), that is, L0 ⊆ G is a split Levi sub-
group of G and X0 is a simple cuspidal kL
F
0 -module. We consider the full sub-
category kGF−mod(L0,X0) of kG
F−mod whoses objects X admit a monomor-
phism X → (RGL0X0)
n and an epimorphism (RGL0X0)
m → X for some positive
integers m,n ∈ N. In particular, every simple kGF -module belonging to the
Harish-Chandra series of (L0, X0) is an object in kG
F−mod(L0,X0) by [4, Thm.
1.28]. As an important consequence of this, we note that the simple objects
in kGF−mod(L0,X0), that is, the non-zero objects whose only proper subob-
jects are zero-objects, are precisely the simple kGF -modules belonging to the
Harish-Chandra series of (L0, X0).
The functor
HomkGF (R
G
L0
X0,−) : kG
F−mod(L0,X0) → EndkGF (R
G
L0
X0)
◦−mod
is an equivalence of categories by [4, Thms. 1.20, 1.25].
Recall that the algebra EndkGF (R
G
L0
X0)
◦ has a k-basis {Bw}w indexed by
w ∈ NGF (L0, X0)/L0
F , where NGF (L0, X0) = {g ∈ NG(L0)
F | gX0 ∼= X0}.
This algebra is akin to Iwahori-Hecke algebras in view of [7, Thm. 3.12].
Lemma 2.1. Given any split Levi subgroup L ⊆ G with L0 ⊆ L, the al-
gebra morphism RGL : EndkLF (R
L
L0
X0) → EndkGF (R
G
L0
X0) is injective with
RGL (Bw) = Bw for all w ∈ NLF (L0, X0)/L
F
0 . Moreover, denoting by IndRG
L
the
induction functor associated with this morphism the diagram
kGF−mod(L0,X0)
Hom
kGF
(RGL0X0,−) // EndkGF (R
G
L0
X0)
◦−mod
kLF−mod(L0,X0)
Hom
kLF
(RLL0X0,−) //
RGL
OO
EndkLF (R
L
L0
X0)
◦−mod
Ind
RG
L
OO
is commutative up to natural isomorphism.
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Proof. Let us set X = RLL0X0. Since Harish-Chandra induction is faithful,
the morphism RGL : HomkLF (X,X) → HomkGF (R
G
LX,R
G
LX) is injective. The
identity RGL (Bw) = Bw for all w ∈ NLF (L0, X0)/L
F
0 follows with a simple
calculation from the definition of the Bw [7, (3.5)] and the transitivity of Harish-
Chandra induction.
For kLF -modules Y and Z, we consider the natural map
HomkLF (Z,X)⊗End
kLF
(X)◦ HomkLF (X,Y )→ HomkLF (Z, Y ),
ϕ⊗ f 7→ f ◦ ϕ.
This is an isomorphism for Z = X and thus also for Z being a direct sum of
copies of X . In particular, by the Mackey formula [5, Thm. 5.1],
HomkLF (
∗RGLR
G
LX,X)⊗EndkLF (X)◦ HomkLF (X,Y )→ HomkGF (
∗RGLR
G
LX,Y ),
ϕ⊗ f 7→ f ◦ ϕ
is an isomorphism natural in Y ∈ kLF−mod(L0,X0) and by adjointness, the
map
EndkGF (R
G
LX)
◦ ⊗End
kLF
(X)◦ HomkLF (X,Y )→ HomkGF (R
G
LX,R
G
LY ),
ϕ⊗ f 7→ RGL (f) ◦ ϕ
is an isomorphism, too.
This result tells us that finding the imprimitive representations in the Harish-
Chandra series of (L0, X0) amounts to finding the simple EndkGF (R
G
L0
X0)
◦-
modules which are of the form IndRG
L
(M) for some simple EndkLF (R
L
L0
X0)
◦-
module M . The easiest case is the following.
Corollary 2.2. Let L ⊆ G be a proper split Levi subgroup of G containing L0.
If NGF (L0, X0) = NLF (L0, X0), then every simple kG
F -module belonging to the
Harish-Chandra series of (L0, X0) is imprimitive.
Proof. If NGF (L0, X0) = NLF (L0, X0), then
RGL : EndkLF (R
L
L0
X0)→ EndkGF (R
G
L0
X0)
is a monomorphism between k-vector spaces of the same dimension and thus
an isomorphism. By Lemma (2.1), this implies that every simple kGF -module
belonging to the Harish-Chandra series of (L0, X0) is Harish-Chandra induced.
It is conjectured that the converse of this corollary also holds true if the
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center of G is connected as well as that imprimitivity of a kGF -module implies
the imprimitivity of every other module in the same Harish-Chandra series as
it is the case in in characteristic 0.
3 The Bonnafe´ – Rouquier Morita equivalence
In characteristic 0, as was mentioned before, imprimitivity can be viewed as a
property of Harish-Chandra series. Moreover, it was proven in [8, Thm. 7.3,
Thm 8.4] that imprimitivity can also be viewed as a property of Lusztig series
in characteristic 0.
Lusztig series are compatible with modular representation theory as was
shown by Broue´ and Michel in [3]. In particular, certain unions of Lusztig series
turn out to be unions of ℓ-blocks.
In [2], Bonnafe´ and Rouquier showed that every ℓ-block of a finite reductive
group is Morita equivalent to some quasi-isolated ℓ-block of a possibly different
finite reductive group. In this section, we shall show that this Morita equivalence
is compatible with Harish-Chandra induction which also implies that it preserves
and reflects the property of being imprimitive. To do so we shall need a result
by Bonnafe´, Dat and Rouquier from [1] which gives a sufficient condition for
Lusztig induction to depend only on the Levi subgroup (and not on the parabolic
subgroup).
So let (G∗, F ∗) be a group in duality with (G,F ). Recall that we have a
decomposition
ΛGF =
⊕
[s]
ΛGF eG
F
s
into sums of blocks corresponding to the decomposition
IBr(GF ) =
⋃
[s]
Eℓ(G,F, [s])
into ℓ-modular Lusztig series. Both decompositions are indexed by the conju-
gacy classes of semisimple ℓ′-elements in G∗F
∗
.
Let us fix a semisimple element s ∈ (G∗)F
∗
ℓ′ and let G
∗
s ⊆ G
∗ be a rational
Levi subgroup containing CG∗(s). Let Gs ⊆ G correspond to Gs under duality.
If Ps = GsVs denotes a parabolic subgroup of G with Levi complement Gs, then
the Deligne-Lusztig variety
Y GGs⊆Ps = {gVs ∈ G/Vs | g
−1F (g) ∈ VsF (Vs)}
has the property Hic(Y
G
Gs⊆Ps
,Λ) = 0 except for i = d := dim(Y GGs⊆Ps), and
Hdc (Y
G
Gs⊆Ps
,Λ) induces a Morita equivalence between the sum of blocks ΛGFs e
GFs
s
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and ΛGeG
F
s where e
GFs
s and eG
F
s denote the central idempotents corresponding
to the Lusztig series Eℓ(Gs, F, [s]) and Eℓ(G,F, [s]), respectively. This is the
main result of [2].
Now, let L ⊆ G be a split Levi subgroup, L∗ ⊆ G∗ a dual correspondent and
suppose that s ∈ L∗. We set Ls = L ∩ Gs and L
∗
s = L
∗ ∩ G∗s. Then Ls ⊆ Gs
is a split Levi subgroup of Gs and L
∗
s is a dual correspondent. Since we have
CG∗(s) ⊆ G
∗
s , we also have CL∗(s) = L
∗ ∩ CG∗(s) ⊆ L
∗ ∩G∗s = L
∗
s. The group
Ps ∩ L = Ls(Vs ∩ L) is a parabolic subgroup of L with Levi complement Ls.
As above, the associated Deligne-Lusztig variety Y LLs⊆Ps∩L has non-vanishing
cohomology only in degree d′ = dim(Y LLs⊆Ps∩L) and the ΛL
F eL
F
s ⊗ (ΛL
F
s e
LFs
s )◦-
module Hd
′
c (Y
L
Ls⊆Ps∩L
,Λ) induces a Morita equivalence between ΛLFs e
LFs
s and
ΛLF eL
F
s .
We want to show that the two Morita equivalences just obtained turn Harish-
Chandra induction from LFs to G
F
s into Harish-Chandra induction from L
F to
GF .
Let P = LV be a rational parabolic subgroup of G having L as Levi comple-
ment. Then P1 = (P ∩Ps)V and P2 = (P ∩Ps)Vs are both parabolic subgroups
of G having Ls as Levi complement. Their unipotent radicals are given by
V1 = (Vs ∩ L)V and V2 = (Gs ∩ V )Vs, respectively.
We consider their dual correspondents V ∗1 and V
∗
2 and find that CG∗(s) ⊆ G
∗
s
implies
CV ∗
1
(s) = C(V ∗s ∩L∗)V ∗∩G∗s (s) = CGs∩V ∗(s)
as well as
CV ∗
2
(s) = C(G∗s∩V ∗)V ∗s ∩G∗s (s) = CGs∩V ∗(s).
Thus, the assumptions of [1, Cor. 6.5] are satisfied and we conclude that Lusztig
inductions with respect to P1 and P2 are naturally isomorphic up to shifting
(and a Tate twist). Using the transitivity of Lusztig induction (cf. [4, Thm.
7.9] and [2, 3.3]), we find that the diagram
D(ΛGFs e
GFs
s −mod)
Hdc (Y
G
Gs⊆Ps
,Λ)⊗−
// D(ΛGF eG
F
s −mod)
D(ΛLFs e
LFs
s −mod)
Hd
′
c (Y
G
Gs⊆Ps
,Λ)⊗−
//
R
Gs
Ls
OO
D(ΛLF eL
F
s −mod)
RGL
OO
is commutative up to shifting and equivalence. However, since all the functors
are exact, with the vertical functors being Harish-Chandra induction, they com-
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mute with homology which implies that no shifting is required for the diagram
to commute and so we actually obtain the following result.
Lemma 3.1. Given the notation and assumptions of this section, the diagram
ΛGFs e
GFs
s −mod
Hdc (Y
G
Gs⊆Ps
,Λ)⊗−
// ΛGF eG
F
s −mod
ΛLFs e
LFs
s −mod
Hd
′
c (Y
G
Gs⊆Ps
,Λ)⊗−
//
R
Gs
Ls
OO
ΛLF eL
F
s −mod
RGL
OO
is commutative up to natural isomorphism.
4 Imprimitivity for unipotent representations of
classical groups
In this section we are going to use the results from Section 4 of [7]. Accordingly,
we let (G,F ) be such that GF = Gn(q) is one of the groups
(a) GLn(q) (any q, n ≥ 0)
(b) GUn(q) (any q, n ≥ 0)
(c) Spn(q) (q a power of 2, n ≥ 0 even)
(d) CSpn(q) (q odd, n ≥ 0 even)
(e) SOn(q) (q odd, n ≥ 0 odd)
The reason for restricting to this list of groups is the following result which
is not known for other groups or even known to be at least partially false, for
example for the even dimensional orthogonal groups.
Proposition 4.1. Let (L0, X0) be a cuspidal pair of (G,F ). If X0 is unipotent,
then we have
NGF (L0, X0) = NGF (L0)
and X0 is extendible to NGF (L0).
Moreover, the algebra EndkGF (R
G
L0
X0) is an Iwahori-Hecke algebra associ-
ated with the relative Weyl group NGF (L0)/L
F
0 .
Proof. This was proven in [7, 4.3 and 4.4] for the cases (b)–(e). All but the
last statements can be proven for case (a) by analogous arguments. The last
statement follows in case (a) from [4, 19.20].
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We can now obtain a converse of Corollary (2.2) for the unipotent represen-
tations of the classical groups we consider.
Theorem 4.2. Let (G,F ) be as in (a)–(e) and let (X0, L0) be a cuspidal pair
of (G,F ) where X0 is unipotent. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) There exists a kGF -module in the Harish-Chandra series of (L0, X0) which
is primitive.
(ii) Every kGF -module in the Harish-Chandra series of (L0, X0) is primitive.
(iii) We have NGF (L0) 6= NLF (L0) for every proper split Levi subgroup L ⊆ G
containing L0.
(iv) We are in one of the cases (b)–(e) or we are in case (a) and in case (a)
we either have LF0
∼= GL1(q)
n or we have LF0
∼= GLeℓi(q)
m where e is the
order of q modulo ℓ and n = meℓi.
Proof. The algebra EndkGF (R
G
L0
X0) is an Iwahori-Hecke algebra by Proposition
(4.1) and the embedding
RGL : EndkLF (R
L
L0
X0)→ EndkGF (R
G
L0
X0)
identifies the domain with a parabolic subalgebra of this Iwahori-Hecke algebra
for any split Levi subgroup L0 ⊆ L ⊆ G.
It follows from [11, Thm. 1.1] that if this parabolic subalgebra is a proper
one, then the induced module IndRG
L
M is reducible for every EndkLF (R
L
L0
X0)
◦-
moduleM . On the other hand, if the above embedding is an isomorphism, then
clearly IndRG
L
M is simple for every simple EndkLF (R
L
L0
X0)
◦-module M .
In view of Lemma (2.1), this implies the equivalence of (i) and (ii).
Comparing dimensions we also find that either of these statements is equiv-
alent to NLF (L0, X0) 6= NGF (L0, X0) for all proper split Levi subgroups L0 ⊆
L ⊆ G. By Proposition (4.1), this is equivalent to (iii).
In the cases (b)–(e), the structure of the normalizers of Levi subgroups ad-
mitting cuspidal unipotent representations has been analyzed in the proof of [7,
Prop. 4.3]. It is easy to see that (iii) is always satisfied in these cases.
In case (a), LF0 is conjugate in G
F to a group of the form
GL1(q)
m−1 ×
r∏
i=0
GLeℓi(q)
mi
with e the order of q modulo ℓ and m−1,m0, . . . ,mr ≥ 0 non-negative integers
satisfying n−m−1 = e
∑r
i=1miℓ
i (cf. [6, (7.9)]).
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The group of rational points of the smallest split Levi subgroup containing
NGF (L0) can now easily be seen to be conjugate in G
F to a group of the form
GLm−1(q)×
r∏
i=0
GLemiℓi(q).
Thus, in case (a), condition (iii) is equivalent to LF0 being isomorphic toGL1(q)
n
or to GLeℓi(q)
m where n = meℓi. This completes the proof.
5 Imprimitivity for GLn(q) and GUn(q)
In this section we let G = GLn(F) and F be either the standard Frobenius
morphism Fq defined by Fq((ai,j)) = (a
q
i,j) or the twisted Frobenius F
′
q defined
by F ′q((ai,j)) = (a
q
i,j)
−tr for all (ai,j) ∈ GLn(F).
For these groups, we can actually use our results on the Morita equivalence
by Bonnafe´ and Rouquier together with Theorem (4.2) to obtain the converse
of Corollary (2.2) for arbitrary Lusztig series.
In the following, we can and will identify (G,F ) with its dual.
Corollary 5.1. Let M be a simple kGF -module which belongs to the Harish-
Chandra series of (L0, X0). Then M = R
G
LM
′ for some split Levi subgroup
L0 ⊆ L ⊆ G if and only if NGF (L0, X0) = NLF (L0, X0).
Proof. If X0 is unipotent, then the claim holds by Theorem (4.2). There exists a
semisimple element s ∈ (L0
F )ℓ′ such that X0 is an object of kL
F
0 e
LF
0
s −mod. The
groups Gs = CG(s), Ls = CL(s) and L0,s = CL0(s) are rational Levi subgroups
of G, L and L0, respectively. We consider the diagram
kGF eG
F
s −mod // kG
F
s e
GFs
s −mod
kLF eL
F
s −mod //
RGL
OO
kLFs e
LFs
s −mod
R
Gs
Ls
OO
kLF0 e
LF
0
s −mod //
RLL0
OO
kLF0,se
LF
0,s
s −mod
R
Ls
L0,s
OO
in which the horizontal arrows stand for the respective Bonnafe´-Rouquier Morita
equivalence. By Lemma (3.1), this diagram commutes up to natural isomor-
phism. Note that s is central in Gs, so we have isomorphisms
kGFs e
Gs
F
s
∼= kGFs e
Gs
F
1
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and
kLFs e
Ls
F
s
∼= kLFs e
Ls
F
1
as well as
kLF0,se
L0,s
F
s
∼= kLF0,se
L0,s
F
1
induced by a linear character λs of G
F
s . As tensoring with linear characters
commutes with Harish-Chandra induction, the diagram
kGFs e
GFs
s −mod
λs⊗− // kGFs e
GFs
1 −mod
kLFs e
LFs
s −mod
λs⊗− //
RGL
OO
kLFs e
LFs
1 −mod
R
Gs
Ls
OO
kLF0,se
LF
0,s
s −mod
λs⊗− //
RLL0
OO
kLF0,se
LF
0,s
1 −mod
R
Ls
L0,s
OO
is commutative.
Combining these diagrams we obtain a unipotent kGFs -moduleMu such that
λs⊗Mu corresponds to M under the Morita equivalence between kG
F eG
F
s and
kGFs e
Gs
F
s . In the same way, we obtain a unipotent cuspidal kL
F
0,s-module Xu
with λs ⊗Xu corresponding to X0 under the analogous Morita equivalence.
Suppose now that M = RGLM
′ for some kLF -module M ′. We let M ′u be the
unipotent kLFs -module that corresponds to M
′. We thus have Mu ∼= R
Gs
Ls
M ′u.
Since GFs is a direct product of general linear groups and general unitary groups
we have NGFs (L0,s, Xu) = NLFs (L0,s, Xu) by Theorem (4.2).
Using
EndkLF (R
L
L0
X0) ∼= EndkLFs (R
Ls
L0,s
Xu)
and
EndkGF (R
G
L0
X0) ∼= EndkGFs (R
Gs
L0,s
Xu)
and comparing dimensions, we obtain NGF (L0, X0) = NLF (L0, X0) as desired.
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